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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Geological material from three bores (CV1, KR1 and Waite) has been studied to provide
information on the sequence and thickness of sediment and rock units in those localities.
Groundwater bores CV1 and KR1 were drilled on the coastal lowlands near Te Puke.
Examination of drill cuttings from CV1 (150 m deep) and KR1 (52 m deep) reveal that they
were drilled through modern and buried silt loam soils into unconsolidated, pumice-gravel-rich
sandy alluvium. In both bores, packages of alluvium are separated by at least one horizon of
organic-rich silt. The materials intersected by both bores are fluvial volcanic sediments
transported from the Mamaku plateau and local source regions, and integrated with coastal
sediments in former river bed and floodplain, estuarine, dune, and swamp environments.
Approximately 12 km south of Te Puke, in the middle reaches of the Kaituna River catchment,
the 300-m-deep Waite bore was drilled through a thick mantle of pumice soils and then entirely
through the Mamaku Ignimbrite. The bore was completed in ignimbrite of the Pokai Formation.
Establishing local stratigraphy in two areas of the Te Puke lowlands and in one part of the
middle Kaituna River catchment reinforces earlier geological interpretations and provides
certainty to refine key aspects of hydrogeological models of the greater catchment area.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This report provides descriptions and identification of the geological units intersected by two
groundwater bores “KR1” and “CV1” that were drilled in 2015 at farm/orchard sites on the Te
Puke lowlands, and by one bore (Waite) drilled on a farm property approximately 12 km SSE
of Te Puke town (Figure 1.1 and Table 1.1). The bores, located within the Kaituna River
catchment and on the Te Puke lowlands, were selected for this study by the Bay of Plenty
Regional Council (pers. comm. D. Harvey), who provided GNS Science with boxed drill-chip
samples collected at 1 m intervals from surface to the completion depths at 52 mBGL [metres
below ground level] (KR1) and 150 mBGL (CV1) and 300 mBGL (Waite). Cores drilled from
the Waite bore at ~96 m and at ~167 m were also provided by the Council.

Figure 1.1

Location map for Te Puke lowlands and Kaituna catchment groundwater bores examined in this
study. Topographic base map from Land Information New Zealand Topo50 map BD37 Tauranga
and BE37 Rotorua.

Table 1.1

Location and depth information for Kaituna catchment groundwater bores examined in this study.
Bore numbers are Bay of Plenty Regional Council reference numbers.

Location

Bore name

Bore
number

East
(NZTM)

North
(NZTM)

Bore depth
(mBGL)

Collins Lane, Te Puke

CV1

BN-1001283

1892123

5815238

150

Kelly Road, Te Puke

KR1

BN-1001289

1900237

5813210

52

Burt site, Rangiuru Road

Waite

BN-1001293

1890498

5801417

300
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2.0

GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

The volcanic stratigraphy of the Mamaku plateau is not yet clearly defined. As mapped, it is
generally accepted to comprise a mantle of rhyolitic tephra, non-welded ignimbrite (e.g., Rotoiti
Ignimbrite), and intercalated paleosols, on top of the landscape-forming Mamaku Ignimbrite.
Beneath the ~290 ka (thousand-year-old) Mamaku Plateau Formation, ignimbrites of the
~300–320 ka Pokai and Chimp Formations have been mapped and are recorded in some bore
logs (Gravley et al. 2016; Leonard et al. 2010). At the northern edge of the plateau and in the
Tauranga basin, older pyroclastic deposits are mapped, including ignimbrites of the ~2.1 Ma
(million-year-old) Waiteariki and 3.6–3.9 Ma Aongatete Formations (Healy 1967; Houghton
and Cuthbertson 1989; Leonard et al. 2010). The older ignimbrites form a local hydrogeological
basement as defined by water bore drilling (Briggs et al. 1996), but have not been intersected
by any of the bores examined for this study.
The Waite bore is located on the north-eastern side of the Mamaku plateau, where the
ignimbrites and tephra mantle have been incised by the Kaituna River and its tributaries, which
locally include the Paraiti River.
The Te Puke lowlands represent an area where fluvial volcanic sediments, transported from
the Mamaku plateau and local source regions, are integrated with coastal sediments in former
river bed and floodplain, estuarine, dune, and swamp environments. The deposits are
generally described as pumiceous gravelly sands with silt horizons, which in some areas (e.g.,
Papamoa) are interbedded with peat. Beneath a cover sequence of sandy loam soils, the CV1
and KR1 bores both intersected pumice alluvium, with one or two silt-dominated intervals
(some rich in organic matter) up to 3 m thick. No shell fragments or other material of obvious
marine origin were observed in any sample from either bore.

3.0

SAMPLES AND DESCRIPTION

The stratigraphy of the KR1, CV1 and Waite bores is represented by drill chips collected from
all bores at 1 m intervals. Also, two ~6 cm diameter cores were cut from the Waite bore, with
>95% recovery achieved at 95–97 m and at 167–168 m. The depths referred to in this report
are those labelled on the sample boxes, and are taken to be metres below ground level at
each bore site. A geological boundary reported here is the sample depth at which fragments
of the different underlying unit first appear. The accuracy of unit boundaries relies on the
accuracy of drilling-depth measurement and recording, minimal downhole mixing during
drilling, and the sample collection and labelling at each nominal depth.
The description of volcanic and sedimentary materials from the bores follows standard
terminology of McPhie et al. (1993), Burns et al. (2005), and White and Houghton (2006). The
colour names for drill chips are in field-moist condition and are guided by Munsell soil colour
charts and nomenclature (Munsell 2009). Reference to regionally extensive stratigraphic units
is consistent with Group and Formation nomenclature of the QMAP Rotorua geological map
(Leonard et al. 2010).
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4.0

STRATIGRAPHIC SUMMARIES

Table 4.1 and the following sections summarise the geological character of materials drilled by
each of the bores. Digital images of drill cuttings and cores are provided in Appendix 1.
Table 4.1

Simplified lithostratigraphic units and formations drilled in the KR1, CV1 and Waite bores.
TG = Tauranga Group; EOH = end of hole; mBGL= metres below ground level; # core drilled.

Depth (mBGL) in

Depth (mBGL) in

Depth (mBGL) in Waite

KR1 (Kelly Road)

CV1 (Collins Lane)

(Burt site, Rangiuru Road)

0–4

0–3

0–22

5–11

-

-

4–13

TG Sandy gravel

12–15

-

TG Gravelly (pumice) sand

16–32

14–15

-

16–23

-

24–62

TG Clayey sand

33

-

TG Silt with organic matter

34–36

63

TG Sand (incl. cemented)

-

64–74

TG Silt with organic matter

-

75–79

37–45

80–107

-

108–111

-

112–149

46–52 (EOH)

-

Grouped lithology
Sandy loam/silt loam pumice
soils and paleosols
TG Sandy pumice-rich
gravel
TG Gravelly (pumice) sand,
with some silt

TG Gravelly (pumice) sand,
with some silt
TG Sandy pumice-rich
gravel

TG Sand with (pumice)
gravel
TG Silt with organic matter
TG Sand with (pumice/lithic)
gravel
TG Sandy pumice-rich
gravel
TG Sand
Mamaku Plateau Formation
ignimbrite#

150 (EOH)
22–150

Pokai Formation pyroclastic
fall and flow (ignimbrite)

150–300 (EOH)

units#
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4.1

KR1: Summary of Stratigraphy

From surface to 4 m, the materials intersected by the KR1 bore are 10YR (Munsell 2009) dark
brown to dark yellowish-brown sandy loam or silt loam soils that contain highly weathered,
coarse ash to lapilli size pumice (up to 3 cm at 3 m depth). The pumice grains are airfall rhyolite
tephra layers that are the soil parent materials. Many tephra units have been mapped in
roadside exposures across the region, but none could be individually resolved in this bore due
to their thinness (mostly <20 cm) or lack of distinctive mineralogy.
At 5 m, there is a sharp change to sub-angular and sub-rounded pumice gravel with some silty
sand (matrix?) and few lithic (rock fragment) grains. Ferromagnesian minerals (dark, heavy
crystals) in the pumice are identified as pyroxene and magnetite. Hornblende and biotite
crystals were not observed, in contrast with their presence recorded in several deeper
gravel/sand layers.
Light grey gravelly sand material was drilled from 7 to 28 m. Pumice pebbles vary from subangular to sub-rounded in shape and are mostly white in colour, with some pink to reddish
brown to yellowish-brown patchy surface coatings. At 12–15 m the material is coarse and
includes many red/grey/brown volcanic pebbles (mainly rhyolite lava), mixed with white/pale
brown pumice pebbles.
Samples at 26 m and 27 m are dark yellowish-brown medium sand, with fragments of coherent
strong brown silty fine sand and fragments of very dark brown wood. This interval represents
a change in local environment and probable time break (incipient soil development). The sand
comprises quartz, feldspar, hornblende and pyroxene crystals, with fragments of dark brown
volcanic glass (from pumice). At 28–32 m the coarsest sand grains are well rounded, in
contrast with the mostly angular grain shapes of the shallower sands.
The package of silt textured sediments at 33–36 m is a significant contrast to the gravel/sand
material above and below it. Slightly plastic, non-sticky clayey fine sand at 33 m grades into
silt and sandy silt that is coarsely mixed with very dark brown and black organic soil, with
fragments of wood and other carbonaceous particles.
The samples at 37–44 m are well sorted fine sand with medium sand sized pumice and few
pebble sized fragments of firm dark brown wood or consolidated silt. The sand grains include
feldspar, quartz and pyroxene crystals, but most are colourless or translucent dark brown
pumice-derived volcanic glass. The underlying pumiceous sandy gravel also has the same
sand components, but the material is coarser, with 2–3 cm sub-rounded pumice pebbles
abundant in samples from 46 m to the end of hole at 52 m. The pumice pebbles have a finely
vesicular texture and are crystal poor; many contain small “clots” of feldspar and pyroxene.

4.2

CV1: Summary of Stratigraphy

The Collins Lane bore “CV1” was drilled through a thin sequence of well-developed silt/sandy
loam soils, into pumice-rich gravelly sand alluvium. The alluvium is separated at one point by
a 5-m-thick package of organic-rich silt and fine sand.
The topmost 3 m samples are 10YR yellowish-brown soil and paleosol materials of sandy loam
or silt loam texture. They contain sand sized grains of highly weathered pumice that attest to
their genesis from rhyolitic tephra. Individual tephra layers mapped elsewhere in the local
region could not be confidently discerned within the samples.
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From 4 to 13 m, the sediments are poorly sorted and vary from light grey coarse sand to brown
silt, and some intervals contain pebbles of white soft pumice. The sand clay recovered at 13 m
covers a 2-m thick package of lithic-rich gravel (13–15 m). The gravels comprise sub-angular
and sub-rounded, fine to coarse pebbles mostly of rhyolite lava with some highly weathered
ignimbrite. The sand fraction is mostly feldspar and quartz, but is also rich in colourless and
dark brown pumice-derived volcanic glass. The similarity of texture, components and
stratigraphic position to lithic-rich gravel drilled in the KR1 bore (12–15 m) support there being
the same depositional setting at approximately the same time in the development of the
Te Puke lowlands.
Beneath the gravel, the materials are largely pumiceous, crystal poor sands (with pinkish silt)
that contain numerous small fragments of black carbonaceous and dark brown wood-like
organic matter.
From 23 m, the material is pebbly pumiceous coarse sand in which most of the sand grains
are feldspar and quartz crystals. Then, from 34 to 62 m, the sand mineral assemblage changes
to include conspicuous crystals of black hornblende, and rarely, flake-like brown biotite. The
sand is mainly vitric (volcanic glass fragments) and consequently has low apparent bulk
density. Throughout this interval, the pumice pebbles are mainly rounded-disc or flattenedellipse shapes, and are very finely vesicular and crystal poor (2%). At 62 m, there are fine
grained granodiorite and micro-diorite pebbles, like those found elsewhere in the Rotoiti
Ignimbrite (Burt et al. 1998).
A change in sedimentation is marked by dark greyish-brown silt at 63 m. Below this layer, the
moderately sorted sands includes pumice-derived volcanic glass, but is notable for the high
degrees of sphericity and surface polish of coarse grains of crystal and rock fragments that
probably reflects their origin as aeolian (dune) sand. Fragments of olive brown material at
66 m, 71 m and 72 m are planar-laminated medium and coarse sand, weakly cemented by
iron oxide/hydroxide and clay.
An earlier change in environment is evidenced (at 75–79 m) by a 5-m-thick package of greyishbrown medium sand with brown silty clay and very dark brown/black wood fragments. The silt
and sand grains are predominantly volcanic glass. At 76 m, pinnate (cigar-shaped) and
centroid (disc-like) diatoms were observed (with 200-x magnification) in the silt fraction; these
and the wood are consistent with sediment deposition in a local swamp environment.
Pebble fragments of grey, dark reddish brown and light red rhyolite lava occur with olive brown
weakly consolidated ash tuff at 84 m and 85 m. These gravels represent a higher energy fluvial
environment and a different source catchment from the previous (underlying) and subsequent
pumice-rich alluvium. Pumiceous medium sand (with some pumice gravel) at 86–107 m is
mainly vitric, but includes sub-angular crystals of felspar, quartz, hornblende, pyroxene, and
biotite.
Sediment at 108–111 m includes greyish-brown organic rich silt, and obvious black and very
dark brown wood fragments. These are mixed with white pumice pebbles, some of which are
crystal rich (hornblende), and represent a low energy environment.
The sediment at 112–131 m is greyish-brown sand, with some pebbles of white/yellow pumice.
The sand consists of sub-angular and sub-rounded feldspar and quartz, with minor pyroxene
and hornblende, but also colourless and dark brown pumice-derived volcanic glass. The
sediment at 132–149 m is similar in texture but is slightly coarser and contains a greater
amount of rock fragments (mainly rhyolite lavas), particularly at 144–149 m. The sand is 2.5Y
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pale brown to olive yellow. Under magnification, the grains are translucent yellow- brownishyellow, due to pervasive iron oxide/hydroxide stain. The sand grains are more rounded than
those in the overlying (112–131 m) deposit and there is far less pumiceous material.
The deepest sample (at 150 m) is light grey fine sand. The sub-angular and sub-rounded grains
are moderately sorted and comprise abundant colourless pumice-derived glass, some feldspar
and quartz, and some greenish grey hydrothermally altered volcanic rock particles.

4.3

Waite: Summary of Stratigraphy

Soils in the hill country around the Waite bore site are classified as Pumice Soils (The
New Zealand Soil Classification 2018). These developed in rhyolitic volcanic ash and pumice
layers erupted mainly from the Okataina and Taupo volcanic centres. The soils are sandy silt
in texture and contain pumice lapilli. With increasing depth, age and degree of weathering, the
clay content in the soil material generally increases and the soils are more like Allophanic Soils
(The New Zealand Soil Classification 2018) in character. The Waite bore revealed a 20-m thick
soil mantle that covers 127 m of the regionally extensive Mamaku Ignimbrite (Milner et al.
2003). Beneath the Mamaku Ignimbrite is a composite of pyroclastic deposits, in total ~150 m
thick, that here is correlated with the Pokai Formation [Pokai Ignimbrite] (Leonard et al. 2010).
The Waite bore was completed at 300 m depth in Pokai Ignimbrite.
Individual tephra layers (e.g., ~650 y-old Kaharoa and ~1800 y-old Taupo) have been identified
in the shallow soil profile elsewhere in the Bay of Plenty region, and although the materials in
the top-most 18 m of the Waite bore all contain weathered pumice grains (1–3 mm) and various
ferromagnesian minerals (pyroxene, amphibole, rare biotite), neither component was sufficient
to resolve any discrete tephra formation. The soil materials are 10YR yellowish-brown to 7.5YR
strong brown silt loam, with clay-coated white fine lapilli pumice and soil clay that imparts weak
strength when dry, but slight stickiness at field moist condition. The sand fraction also includes
felspar, quartz, and volcanic glass.
No samples were recovered at 20 m and 21 m, but at 22 m, two different materials are present:
10YR dark yellowish-brown sandy silt (soil) and 7.5YR 6/2 pinkish grey crystal-vitric ash tufflike material. The sandy-silt-textured tuff material is completely weathered Mamaku Ignimbrite
and therefore, 22 m is proposed as the top boundary of this unit.
Cuttings from 22 m to 131 m represent the bulk and fairly monotonous part of the Mamaku
Ignimbrite. The rock has extremely weak strength (often, small fragments can be crushed
under a thumbnail) and there is a chalky texture due to pervasive vapour-phase alteration that
also imparts pinkish grey to dark red hues to several intervals of the ignimbrite. Crystals of
feldspar and quartz and completely altered remnants of ferromagnesian minerals (mainly
pyroxene) are moderately abundant (~5–15%) in the rock chips. Typically, the ferromagnesian
minerals are represented by millimetre-sized brown to reddish yellow mottles that are a
recognised feature of this ignimbrite (and are clearly visible in core at 96–97 m).
Between 111 m and 131 m, a colour change from pinkish grey to 2.5YR dark reddish grey
corresponds to a gradual increase from extremely weak to weak apparent rock strength. The
apparent rock strength increases to moderate at 132–144 m, where the rock colour is 7.5YR
5/3 brown and the crystals of feldspar, pyroxene and quartz appear unaltered. This zone is the
densest and most welded zone, but does not appear vitreous (glassy).
The lower part of the Mamaku Ignimbrite (cf. Milner et al. 2003) occurs from 145 m, where
there is a sharp change from the denser stronger rock to fine-sand grade cuttings of pale brown
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(10YR 6/3) tuff-like ignimbrite. Round, fine ash aggregates are present in the samples at 148 m
and 149 m; these are interpreted as part of the non-welded basal layers of airfall ash.
At 150 m there is a sharp change from Mamaku Formation ash tuff, to 1–5 mm fragments of
pumice correlated with Pokai Formation. Most are very pale brown (many pink; some white)
and mostly have a fibrous texture (of fine tubular vesicles). Translucent brown pumice-derived
volcanic glass, and quartz and pyroxene crystals, are the main sand-sized materials. With
increasing depth, the rock becomes very dark grey to greyish-brown and appears denser and
more competent, but still has very weak rock strength. Core cut in this zone (at 167–168.4 m)
revealed the rock as a sandy-textured ignimbrite, with a weakly developed lenticular fabric
(= weakly welded). The dark grey matrix supports pale brown to brownish-yellow pumice, ~5%
crystals (quartz, feldspar and pyroxene) and ~3% lithics of rhyolitic lava, obsidian and welded
ignimbrite, with rare black mafic lava fragments.
Several different zones of rock are apparent within the 150–300 m depth range. Superficially
(e.g., by colour difference), these resemble different geological units, but here the entire
interval is correlated with the Pokai Formation, based on types of crystals, lithic fragments and
pumice-derived glass that persist through the whole interval. The material is all ignimbrite,
which can be subdivided into zones that are most likely welding zones and/or flow units.
From 169 m, the rock grades through brown ignimbrite, commonly with an adherent matrix of
light red ash, into pumice-dominated material at 174 m that is interpreted as pyroclastic airfall.
The pumice fragments have the same fine texture and crystal type and low content as pumice
in the overlying (150–169 m) flow unit. The pumice-rich layer terminates sharply at 178 m.
Brown and dark brown (7.5YR) medium ash tuff with dark brown iron/manganese oxyhydroxide aggregates at 179 m marks the top of a different sub-unit and a probable time break
between flow emplacements.
Cutting samples from 180 m to 255 m represent a single sub-unit of the Pokai Ignimbrite. The
material is a mixture of pumice fragments, rock fragments (lithics), and sand-sized crystals and
volcanic glass (ground pumice). Pumice fragments are 10YR very pale brown to white (then
grey at 200–254 m), finely vesicular and crystal poor/crystal free. Many have a partial coating
of 5YR pink very fine ash. Crystals include quartz, feldspar, pyroxene and hornblende (rare).
Lithics are mostly rhyolite lava in red, yellow, pink, or grey colours. The lithic abundance is less
below 200 m than above that depth, and below 200 m, grey-brown welded ignimbrite lithics
are common. The pumice chips are noticeably grey or dark grey through to 255 m, where a
colour change highlights another change in the mixture of pumice and lithic components.
The samples at 255–270 m are a mixture of pumice chips coloured 10YR yellow, light grey, or
yellowish-brown, and very pale brown or white with many pink (5YR). Many of the yellowishbrown pumice fragments are plate-like, in contrast to oblate shapes of the other types. Rhyolite
lava and welded ignimbrite lithics are relatively abundant and there is a conspicuous increase
in translucent dark brown pumice-derived glass. Crystals in this interval are uncommon
compared with the overlying unit.
A clear change is apparent below 270 m, with sand sized cuttings almost entirely comprised
of finely ground, vesicular, dark brown or black or dark grey volcanic glass. There are also mmcm-sized fragments of grey, yellowish-brown, or white pumice that suggests the sand-sized
glass is largely matrix of the ignimbrite. Crystals (feldspar, quartz, pyroxene) are uncommon.
Lithic fragments through 270–300 m are brown or grey rhyolite lavas with minor amounts of
welded ignimbrite, and occasionally, fragments of hydrothermally altered greenish-grey
volcanic rock.
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4.3.1

Core Descriptions: Waite Bore

CORE: WAITE 95.6–97.1 mBGL
Recovery 95%; 60 mm diameter, 7–48 cm sections separated at induced gently inclined
fractures; unweathered (but has pervasive vapour-phase alteration); 10YR grey with 15% dark
yellowish-brown 1–3 mm mottles and 2% grey large (10–30 mm) mottles; IGNIMBRITE;
unstratified fine fabric (vitroclastic matrix); crystals 7–10% total of quartz, feldspar and
ferromagnesian minerals (pyroxene?) completely altered to iron oxide pseudomorphs; pumice
2%, sub-angular, dense, slightly flattened (2:1 aspect); lithics rare sub-angular brown rhyolite
lava; very weak apparent strength; no natural defects. MAMAKU PLATEAU FORMATION.
CORE: WAITE 167–168.4 mBGL
Recovery 101%; 60 mm diameter, 8–40 cm sections separated at gently inclined induced
fractures; slightly weathered; 10YR dark grey with 10% very pale brown or yellow coarse
mottles and 1% very dark grey finer mottles; IGNIMBRITE. Fabric, weakly developed lenticular,
comprising 5–30 mm slightly flattened pumice, 2:1 aspect in brown/yellow pumice and 5:1 in
very dark grey pumice; crystals 5% total: quartz, feldspar (highly fractured, commonly with
pyroxene), and rare pyroxene; lithics: <10 mm, brown, grey, sub-angular, rhyolite lava and
welded ignimbrite; matrix “sandy” vitroclastic comprising dark brown glass shards in pale
brown finer glass shards; very weak apparent strength; natural defects <167.0 m and 167.6 m,
sub parallel; very steeply inclined; rough planar surfaces; apertures very narrow, with no
coating or fill. POKAI FORMATION.
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5.0

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The shallowest few metres of material recovered in both the KR1 and CV1 bores are soils
developed in volcanic ash/pumice airfall units. These soil/paleosol units overly thick volcanic
sand-pebble alluvium layers that were deposited in a coastal river-floodplain-swamp
environment. The types of pumice and lithic pebbles and the sand mineral assemblage are
consistent with a source area on the Mamaku Plateau. The dark brown pumice-derived
volcanic glass and fine-textured tube-vesicle type pumice fragments are evidence that the bulk
of the alluvial material is derived from a non-welded ignimbrite: very likely the Pokai Ignimbrite,
which lies beneath the plateau-forming Mamaku Ignimbrite. Most lithic pebbles in the alluvium
are rhyolitic lavas of various types that are thought to have been lithic clasts eroded from the
Pokai Ignimbrite. In some intervals of the CV1 bore, hydrothermally altered rock fragments
were identified and these could be locally sourced (Muirs Reef area?) rather than being from
either of the Mamaku or Pokai ignimbrites. Lithics of other locally mapped rocks (specifically,
Otawa andesite lavas in the Papamoa hill country) were not present.
The strata drilled in the Waite bore are middle-late Pleistocene ignimbrite deposits, covered by
pumice soils developed in younger fall deposits of ash and pumice. The surficial layers are
soils and mixed rhyolitic tephra units, with some intervals possibly including tephric loess. Key
information is that an entire thickness of Mamaku Ignimbrite (127 m) was drilled, including a
thin basal sequence of ash fall material.
The identity of the ignimbrite beneath Mamaku Ignimbrite is less certain, but its characteristics
are consistent with the varied stratigraphy and lithology of the Pokai Formation. Within the
150-m thickness of the formation, there are zones demarcated by apparent differences in
density, crystal abundance, pumice colour and matrix glass colour. There is a paucity of such
information on the formation, but here the zones are proposed to be flow units and welding
zones. Pokai Ignimbrite, previously (before QMAP) informally named “Waimakariri ignimbrite”,
is mapped in the Tauranga area and on the western and northern margins of the Mamaku
plateau, where it clearly underlies Mamaku Formation ignimbrite (Briggs et al. 1996; Gravley
2004; Karhunen 1993).
The Pokai Formation unconformably overlies the ~2.1 Ma Waiteariki Ignimbrite (Houghton and
Cuthbertson 1989; Leonard et al. 2010) that is distinctively crystal-rich (mainly feldspar and
hornblende:15–30%). The Waiteariki Ignimbrite varies in density (i.e., by degree of welding)
but is commonly found as hard dense rock (e.g., in the Oropi-Pye’s Pa area and McLaren
Falls-Omanawa Falls area). Both mineral assemblage and welding attributes of Waiteariki
Ignimbrite are inconsistent with the pre-Mamaku ignimbrite intersected in the Waite bore,
therefore, it is more likely that the ignimbrite drilled below Mamaku Ignimbrite corresponds to
the Pokai Formation.
The stratigraphy of the three bores examined for this project provides geological detail and
boundaries, with 1–2 m resolution. The information provided in this report will support ongoing
development of regional and local area hydrogeological models.
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APPENDIX 1: DIGITAL IMAGES OF DRILL CUTTINGS AND CORES
A1.1

CV1 Sample Boxes
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A1.2

KRI Sample Boxes
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A1.3

Waite Sample Boxes
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A1.4

Waite Core 95.6–97.1 m
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A1.5

Waite Core 167–168.4 m
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